
Tags Admin Guide
Setting and assigning Tags



Tags are a Slice & Dice, Charting and cubeTV feature 
designed to give you even more flexibility in reporting, and 
allows you to dive into your data even faster. 

Tags breaks free of the hierarchical structures of Slice & 
Dice’s standard reporting, to customise reporting to fit your 
company’s individual needs

Use the Tag feature to report on virtually any combo of data 
- from how your new hires are stacking up against each 
other, to how different teams within the same office are 
performing, all without having to manually select or deselect 
the data

What are Tags?



Head to the dashboard menu and select Admin. 
You need to be a User Admin to do this.

Assign users the right to manage Tags.

Do this by clicking into Users on the left-hand 
menu and selecting the name of the team 
member you would like to give this admin 
privilege to.

Scroll to the bottom of the team member’s 
profile. You will see a variety of Admin 
Permission check boxes. Select Tags Admin and 
save.

Setting up Tags



Tags are used to further segment the data in cube19 to allow 
reporting and cubeTV to show data outside of the constricts of the 
group hierarchy

Scroll to the top of the page, and back to the admin menu on the 
left-hand side. Select Tags. There are three areas of Tags, Create 
Tags, Assign Tags, and Bulk Update.

Create Tags is used to create new Tag categories and tags to sit 
within each category.

Tag Categories are like a folder, and Tags are like the files in that 
folder. Tags are used to segment the data, and Tag Categories to 
keep the tags organised.

Add categories like job roles, industry sectors, geographical regions, 
and experience level.

Enter a New Tag Category and select Create Category to add new 
Tag Categories like Geographical Region or Industry Sector.

Enter a New Tag and select Create Tag to add new Tags within a 
Tag Category – like New York, Singapore, or London.

Tags Admin



Once the tag category and tags have been created, 
go to the Assign Tags sub-menu to assign individuals 
or groups the new tags.

Select the user or group to assign a tag to and click 
Add Tag. Choose the tag needed from the dropdown 
menu and assign a start date and end date (if needed) 
for the tag.

There are no limits to the amount of tags that are 
added to a user or group and tags can be set 
historically and with a future start date.

Once the tags have been saved and processed, they
will then be added to the user or group and will be
available in Slice & Dice, cubeTV and Charting.

The bulk update tab allows for multiple tags to be 
added to multiple users and groups. Please contact 
your Customer Success Manager for more information 
before using this option.



Tags Examples



Business Type

Using the Business Type tag, you can easily 
separate your Perm and Contract activity or 
revenue.

This option can be used in standard reporting 
to show the entire perm business activity and 
revenue in one report, rather than running the 
report by group to collate the information.

It can be used in Charting to separate your 
Perm and Contract consultants on revenue to 
see which area of the business is performing 
the strongest.

This tag is great for cubeTV, allowing for both 
perm and contract activity and sales 
leaderboards.



Experience

Using experience tags, you can separate all 
new starters into their own leader boards for 
the big screens to help drive the internal 
competition. 

This will also allow you to look back over 
historical data in Slice & Dice and see how 
long it took for your consultants to make their 
first placement and what activity they were 
generating at the start of their career. This 
information can then be used to look at new 
starters and what priority metrics you are 
setting.



Geographical 
Region/Industry 
Sector
By adding the correct locations to each of 
your offices, you can easily run Slice & Dice 
reports and look at each office separately, if 
your hierarchy is currently designed by 
Industry Sector and vice versa.

You will be able to set up leader boards on 
your big screens which can show users in 
specific offices/industry sectors and also 
create trend charts to look at each 
region/office or vertical individually to 
analyse and seasonal changes.

Use these tags in Charting to overlay each 
tag across multiple time periods and to see 
which industry sectors are performing the 
best over any time period.



Business Role

By using a Business Role tag, you can easily 
remove certain individuals data from your 
reports and leader boards.

Directors in the business and Non-billing 
managers may do a few deals here and 
there but these wouldn’t need to be reflected 
in your numbers. 

Tagging a user with a business role can also 
make sure that any back office users data 
won’t show in activity reports or trends.



Reporting Manager

Using the Reporting Manager tag, you can 
start to look at all users who report to the one 
manager, regardless of which team/group 
they may be in. 

Very often there will be examples of different 
groups reporting into the same manager, and 
this tag now allows full visibility of each 
team/groups data under a single manager 
tag.

The Reporting Manager in Charting gives you 
visibility over how well your manager leads 
their team over time and what a successful 
leader looks like in your business.



Frequently Asked Questions
Q. How many tags & tag 
categories can I have?

A. You can add as many tags & tag 
categories as you  need. 

Q. Can I set against clients and 
create targets based on tags?

A. No. Tags are only used for your 
recruiters and they can not be 
targeted. 

Q. Can I use tags in other areas of 
cube19?

A. At present, tags are only 
available in Slice & Dice, cubeTV
and Charting.

Q. What do I do if I’m unsure on 
how to use tags effectively?

A. If you have any problems or need 
advice on tags, please email 
support@cube19.com. One of our 
team will be able to investigate and 
follow up on the issue with you.

mailto:support@cube19.com
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